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ANALYSIS OF SPANWISE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN TI@EE TYPES OF
AIR-COOLED TURBINE BLADE
BY JOEN hT. B. IJYIXGOOD and W. BYRON BROWN
SUMMARY
Methods jor cornpu!ing spanwise blade-temperaturedistri-
butions are detired -for air-cooled hollow blades, air-cooled
hollow blades with inserts, and air-cooled blades contain ing
internal cooling jlns. Individual and combined effects
on spanwise blade-temperature distributions of cooling-air-
temperature changedue to heat transfer and rotation, radiation,
and radial heat conduction are determined. In general,
the ~fects of radiation and radial heat conduction were found
to be small and the omission of these cai-iations permitted the
construction qf nondimensional chark for u~e in determining
spanwise temperature distributions through air-cooled turbine
blades.
An approximate methodfor determining the allowablestress-
limited blade-temperaturedistribution is included, with brief
accounts of a methodfor determining the maximum allowable
qfectice gas temperature and the cooling-air requirements.
Numerical eza.mples that illustrate the use @ the various
temperaturedistribution equations and oj the nondimensional
charts are also included.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important Imitations imposed on the
design and the performance of aircraft. gas-turbine power
plants is the strength of the turbine materials; thii strength
decreases as the temperature increases. Turbine LooIing
offers the possibility of removing this Iiiitation, ewn -with
the use of nonstrategic materials. Because of its relative
simplicity, the passing of air radially through the turbine
has been the subject. of conside~able investigation.
TheoretimI and e.xperimentaI studies made independently
in Germany, England, and the United States showed that
the circulation of cool air through hollow bIades (fig. 1(a))
would allow the blades to operate several hundred degrees
below the effective gas temperature. Experiments with
inserts showed further that. the required amount of cooling
air cotid be considerably reduced if an insert (fig. 1(b))
was used to block off the centraI part of the hoIlovi-bIade
air passage.
KnowIedge of the temperature distribution tlmough a
turbine of known design and operating eondit ions is impor-
tant.. The predominant temperature gradients for air-
cooleci blades are rtidial in direction. An analytical in~esti-
(a)
(b)
(c)
(a) Hollowbkwle.
(b) Insert blade.
(c) Fbmed blade.
FIGtiIiIZI.—CooIfng-passageonfgurationsfor air-moledturbineblties.
galion of this distr~%ution was compIet ed in 1949 at. the
NACA Lewis Laboratory and is reported herein.
A one-dimensional sparmise equat ion forblade-temperature
distribution is clerked for an air-cooled blade with an
insert; allowance is made in this equation for changes in
coding-air temperature due to heat transfer and rotation,
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radiation, and radid heat conduction through the blade
metal. Modifications me made to adapt the equation to the
calculation of temperature distribution in hollow blades and
in hollow blades with internal cooling fins.
The relative importance of the terms due to rotation,
mdiation, and radird heat conduction is evaluated by omitting
the Iast three factors of. the spa.nwise equation, one at a time.
A number of simplified solutions, which are adequate for
many purposes, are thereby oht.ained. These simplified solu-
tions permit the use of nondimensional charts, which give
the temperature distribution with a minimum of calculation
in all cases where radiation and radial conduction can be
neglected.
An approximate method. for determining the allowable
stress-limited blade-tenlperature distribution is also pre-
sented and is used with the calculated bla.de-ternperature
distribution to find the. maximum allowable effective gaS
temperature and the cooling-air requirements.
Finally, numerical illustrations are given, both of the com-
plete solution and of the simplified solutions where the charts
can be used. These numerical results also clarify the relative
values of the different terms and in many cases justify in
part the omission of some.
ANALYSIS “.:
This investigation is limited to one-dimensional spanwise
blade-temperature distributiona through air-cooled blades
having the three different general air-passage cogflgur~tio~,
as shown in figure 1. Bemuse of this rmffition to spa.nwise
investigations, application of the temperature-distribution
equations that are derived herein is also limited. For metals
with low thermal conductivities, such as the high-temperature
alloys now in use, the results are valid for wall thicknesses
not exceeding about 0.15 inch. This condition can easily
be met in the central part of the blade, but cannot easily be
satisfied at the leading and tmiliig edges of current con-
figurations. Because the leading-edge outside heat-transfer
coefficient varies m the reciprocal of the square. root of the
square root of the leading-edge ~adius, the .c~ord.w@e temper-
ature distributions must be separately investigated when the
leading-edge radius is small. Use of auxiliary methods for
augmenting the cooling of the. leading and trailing sections
must also bfi separately investigated. Because the temper-
ature gradients throughout the greater part of the blade are
essentially radial, knowledge of the radial temperature dis-
tribution provides a reasonably accurate indication of the
blade temperatures.
An equation for the spanwise blade-metal temperature
distribution is derived for an air-cooled blade with an insert,
with allowance for cooling-air-temperature change due to
heat transfer and rotation, radiation, and radial heat conduc-
tion. Because calculations show that some of these effects
are of minor importance, simplified sparnvise-temperature-
distribution equations may be obt.aincd by nrgkct.ing somo
of these factors. The results are prcscnk~ as cases I to V,
and the modifications in the ec~uatione ncccssmiy to nmkc
each a.pplicable to hollow blades and hollow blades with
internal fins are noted.
ASSUMPTIONS
In order to obtain a spanwise blade-metal kmpcrat urc
distribution (case. I), the following assumptions arc mnde:
1. The variations in area, perimckr, and thermal ccm-
ductivity are negligible over the bltide span.
2. The outside and insido heat-transfer coefficients arc
constant over the blade outer and inner surfaces, rcspcctivcly.
3. ThS effective gas temperature is constant over Lhc Mwlo
outer surface.
4. The only surfaces extmud to the rotor [hat raciiate
heat to the blades are the turbine nozzks.
5. The turbine nozzles are at a kmpcraturc cqutil to [11o
effective gas temperature rekktivc 10 the rot-or Madcs. For
cooled nozzles, this temperature is high; for uncoolcd nozzles,
thk temperature is low.
6. The radiation coefficients for nozzle, bhdc, and insert
surfs.ces.rernain constant at mean vahlcs over Lhc blade .spflll.
Assumptions 1 and 2 can be climinakd only if nmncrical
solutions are determined. Calctdations that were mmk
revealed that when the factors in assumptions 1 and 2 arc
permitted to vary and numerical solutions arc used, very
little difference in the spanwise bla(ic-tcl~~pert~t.urc distribu-
tion results. Because of these results and of Lhc grmtcr
simplicity in the use of closed solutions} assumptions 1 and 2
are made in the investigation presented herein.
The blade-temperature distribution is sensitive to scktion
of the a~erage inside heat-transfer cocfIlcient, which in t urn
is dependent up?n the passage configumt ion. For the nu-
merical resdts to be given subsequently, the insido hcat-
transfer coeilicient was determined by usc of cquaticm (4f}
in reference 1 (p. 170):
D,(7U0’8k-a
()
h,= O.020 ~ 3;
where “the hydraulic cli~mct.er ~k is gi~-cn by
-. .,..-
(All symbols are defined in appendix A.) By negkcLing
changes in ht due to variations in pa and ku and incorporating
the values of ~a and k. in the constant,
This form is used in the calculations. l~ere the total wcLlcd
perimeter t. and the total inside flow mea AC vmy with the
coolant-passage cofiguratiom%.
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Calculations revealed that slight variations in efiective gas
temperature result in even smaller variations in the sparm-ise
blade-temperature distributions. For large variations in
effective gas temperature, assumption 3 can be removed and
a general solution for the temperature distribution includi~w
a change in effective gas temperature can be obtained.
Such a solution is given in a later section of this report.
BLADE-TE31PE13.iTUBE-DISITUBU’HON EQUATIONS
Case I.—Case I includes cooIing-air-temperat.ure change
due to heat transfer and rotation, radiation, and radial heat
conduc t.ion.
1. Insert blade.—A. sketch of an air-cooled hollow blade
wit h an insert is given in figure 2. The directions of heat
,--Casing
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Air flow
L
FtGmE !.-Emt flowin air-cooledturbii bladewith ksrt.
flow in a section of the blade are shown. A hea~ balance
for this section is set up (appenckx B), which reduces to
kBIB,=,?_~,c.
d’TB
~+(W+LA) U’...– ~13)=
h*l,(z’,-T=, .) +hJ,(TB - T,) (1)
if it is assumed that no temperature gradient exists in the
insert. The following expression for the change in the
cooling-air temperature is obtained by clifferentiation of the
expression for T.,, obtainable from equation (1) (appenclix B,
equation (B2)):
rlTa,
-=–-&~+&(Gl+G2+ Git)~dx
(2)
where
A second expression for the change in coo@g-air temperat-
ure is obtained by addi~~ the changes due to the-heat tram+ ‘“
ferred by the blade and due to compression in the blade
(appendix B):
Substitution of the value of T.,., obtained by solving equa-
tion (1), into equation (3) and equating the result to wqua-
tion (2) gives the blade-temperature-distribution equ~t ion
d3TB dTB+d’TB (G,+ G,+ G~ dx
-#+~-
where
For any chosen set of turbine operating conditions, the
coefficients in alI terms in equation (4) are constants, and
equation (4) is a thircl-order ordinary Iinear differential
equation with constanfi coefficients. The method of solution -- -
is standard. (See reference 2.)
The general solution to equati~n (4) contains three inte-
gration constants, and three boundary conditions are there-
fore needed in order to evaluate these constants. The
boundary conditions are obtained by assuming a blade-root
cooling-air tempera ture, a blade-root metal temperature,
and a -rankhhg metal-temperature gradient. at the blade tip.
2. Hollow blade.—Equation (4), as previously stated, was
obtained for a blacle with an insert; however, with slight
alterations, it may also be applied to hollow blades and
hollow blades with internal cooling bs. For a holIow blade,
h. and 1. vanish. As a rewdt, the value of Y, is altered and
GI and the coefficient of T. wmkh. The following equation
to be used for a hoHom bkde results from the modi.fic~j.ion
of equation (4] by these minor changes:
(5)
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3. Finned Mude.—More extensive .chm.ges are necessary
for application of equation (4) to a finned blade. In addition
to the changes noted for a hoIlow blade, alterations me
required in the area aflected by concluc.tion and in the inside
heat-transfer coefficient. in order to account for the effects
of the fins. For radiaI conduction, the area lB,.,7B,Wis re-
placed by lB,a,7B,w+2L~J’ for ‘a finned blade (provided the
fins are atthched to the rim), where Xf is the effective fin
width from blade wall to mean camber line, r~ is the h
thickness, and F is the number of fins.
For a finned bla,de, an inside heat-transfer coeflkknt based
on the total heat-transfer surface area and on the bIade-waII
and fin temperatures can bc obtained. Ik is convenient,
however, to determine an over-all inside heat-transfer coeffi-
cient for a finned blade based only on wall temperature ant]
wall-surface area. The following relation, orig@Iy derived
for finnecl flat plates (reference 3) and experimentally verified
for finned flat plates and finned cylinders, is used:
h,
h,=—m+ Tf (
2 t’:, ~’~’+?n) (6)
where m is the average fin spacing and
To summmize, when equation (4) is appIiecl to a finned
blade, the value of 17, is altered, (7, and the coefficient of 2’,
vanish, the values of Gz and #a mc altered, and hj “isreplaced
by h,, which is obtained as previously explained. The fol-
lowing equation to be used for a finned blade results from
the modification of equation (4) by these changes:
where
~;= . Wi
kB(&,wrB,W+2L1r1~ ““
and
hLe+-holo._. . ...>.. .. . . . .
as’ ‘kB~lB,.0rB,~+ 2LJ T/F)
(For fins not. attached to the rim, G,’ and G,’ are replaced by
Gt and G,.)
Case II,-Case Hincludes iooling-air-tempe.rature change
due to heat transfer and rotation and radiation (neglects
radiaI conduction).
The parameter that measures the relative importance of
conduction to the rim is (reference 4)
The .spanwise blade-metal temperature dislribukions for
certain” tiir-cooled hollow blades that have been st udicd
indicate that conduction to the rim is ncgligil.k beyond a
point 0.8 inch from the rim. The value of ~ nt this point. is
between 3 and 4. For the air-cookd hollow Made of refer-
ence 5, the value of t for negligible cond uct ion to the rim is 3.4
and occurs at a point 10 percent. of the Made sp~n from the
root (0.4 in.). Equation (10) of reference 1 (p. 232) incli-
cat,es that when f is equal to or greater than 4, the tempera-
ture difference between the combustion gas nnd tho Made
metal is changed less than 1.8 percent by conduction to the
rim. Conduction can therefore be ncglected for values of f
equal to or greater than 3.5.
1. Insert Mude.—ll%cn radial conduction is neglected, the
heat-balance equation (1) reduces to -
(ii~~,%-hal,)(Z’.,e– TB)= h,l, (Tn– T.,,) -}-h,li (?’B– T,)
l?rom equation [8) it is found that
where --
h,ii .-
‘z=h7L,+haf.+h,l{ -l-h-sit
Then
dT6,, 1 ‘TB _ ..:.
z-=— Y, z
(8)
(tl)
(10)
When equations (3) and (10) me equated md cquntion (9)
is used, the foHowing expression results:
“Lt y, T~=~%+( Y1 ~,wa——
)
1“,+
For any chosen set of turbine operating conditions, equa-
tion (11) reduces to a first-order lincmr different id cqunt ion
with constant coefficients; The singk inkgration conshmt.
may be ewduat.ed from an assumed cooling-air temprrat urc
at the liade root. “
2. Hollow i!dade.-Equation (11) is applicable to hollow
air-cooled Mades when alterations in 1“1and 11 are made;
these alterations result from the vunishing of Imth }L.a.ncl /,.
The resulting equation for a hollow Made is
(1 ~)
where .
y,’= h,lt
hNL,+hO~o+htl,
3. Finned Zhdes.-Equation (11) can lx?applied to u finned
bIade if, in adclition to the alterations made for application
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to a hollow blade, the inside. heat-transfer coefficient Ar is
used. For a finned blade, equation (11) becomes
(13)
Case III,-Case III includes cooling-air-temperature
chsnge due to heat t rmsfer and rotation (neglects radiation
and radial conduction).
Equation (11) is applicable if insert and nozzle radiation,
in ackMion to radial co~duction, are neglected. Calculations
that are discussed in a later section of this report re-reded
that resuIts obtained by use of equations (4] a~d (1Ij with
radiation neglected agreed very closely; as a resuh of the
greater simplicit~ -, use of equation (11) is recommended
when conditions permit,. According to a previous investiga-
tion, radiation effects may be neglected tithout sizable error
for stator temperatures as high as 3000° l?. Also, neglecting
insert radiation results in no he[tt transfer between the insert
and the cooling air. As a consequence, equation (3) reduces
to
hili (TB–Ta.)+ gJc~C&_ a2(r,+ x)
dx Cp’wa
(14)
The heat-balance equation for this case is
hJO(Tz,,- TB)=h, J,(TB–T.,J (15)
Equation (15) is solved for T=,t and dT.,Jdx is obtained.
This result. is equated to equation (14) with the v-due of
T,,.. inserted. The result is
A solution of equation (16) is
The integration constant Cl can be e-dust-ed by substitu-
tion of equation (17) into equation (15) and application of the
boundary condition
Ta,e=Ta,,,,
when
X=o
It is found that
The result of the substitution of this expression for C’1into
equation (17) and of simplitication leads to the nondimen-
sional blade-temperature distribution
(~,.–~.zl _ 1 - dx$g;)_ u2msb
T&e– Ta=e,, l+ke gJldOu’&.- T..6,J $+
; ( )][
1 halebz
-—_.
1–.4 l+h~ u= b
&,w=
1[ 1 __
cpwa(l+x)_r,
gJhJo (T.., ~– ~a, e,r) hA
(18) .
It is possible to remove the restriction that Tg,~-be __
constant md to solve equation (16) for the blade-metal
temperature for a varying Tz,.. A more general solution
then results from equation (16) and is given as follows:
The integration constant Cl can be evaluated in the same
-way that the -due of the constant Cl in equation (17) is
obtained.
Case IV.-Case N inclucles cooling-air-temperature change
due to heat transfer from the. blade only.
In sereral numerical calculations, some of Which are .
discussed in a later section, the predominant term in the
2’ – T,
evaluation of the temperature ratio ~ “~ ~ is the expo-g.4 U,e.r
nentifd term, and the other two terms are of minor _
import zmce. This generalization is partictisrly true. for
tied blacles, as is shown, because the insertion of Lins into
blades decreases the flow area and at the swne time increases ,.
the beat-tram~fm surface area; an ticreased value of hi,
hence a smaller value of k, and a greater predominance of
the exponent ial term are thus obtained. For this reason,
it is cIesirable to know the temperature-distribution equation,
including the cha~~e in cooling-air temperature due to heat
tram=fer from the blades only.
The blade-temperature distribution for tti case can be . .
obttiined by setting u =0 in equation (18); that’ is,
(T,,.–-TB _ 1 – &%&)Tg.,– Ta,,,, 1-I-A 6 (20)
Case V.—Case Y includes the average cooliig-air temper-
ature. InseveraI avaflable correlation equations (reference 6)
used for obtaining values of the inside heat-transfer
coefficient., fluid properties are based on blade temperature.
In order to obtain a f3rst approximation of blade tempera-
tures preparatory to the calculation of hi, it is desirable to
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have as simple an equation for average blade t,emperaturt
as possibl~ Equation. (21), which follows, gives an aver-
age blade temperature and is t~7elIsuited for this purpose.
If an t-tverage cooling-air temperature is assumed, m
avemtge blade temperature” for an air-cooled blade can be
immediately determined by the solution of equation (15):
.
““-(21)
If each member of equation (21) is_subtracted from T.,.,
the following nondimensioqa.1 equation is obtained:
Tg,.—TB,a. = 1
T’ T.,,,.O=E ““ “’g,e—”
(22)
COOLING-AIR REQUIREMENTS
In order to determine the cooling-air requirements. for
the various blacle configurations, the blade-temperature-
distribution equations just presented in ca.s.es.I to V must be
used and, in addition, calculation of allowable bladc-
temperature distributions must be possible. Allowable bladc-
tcmperature distributions, dependent on the kind of Made
material and type of blade configuration considered, can be
obtained from blade-stress maculations and blade-failure
criterions .- Centrifugal, bending, thermal, and vibratory
stresses me all present in a turbine blade. in operation.
Rupture, creep, and endurance limits are the primary failure
criterions.
Present lmowledge of the magnitudes ancl the concentra-
tions of the various stresses in a blacle and of the predominant
Made-failure criterion is very IimiLed; as a consequence, it
is necessary for a general mmlysie to approximate the allow-
able blade-temperature distribution in the best way possible.
This approximation has consisted of the consideration of
centrifugal stress and stress-rupture data only. Some allow-
ance for stresses other than centrifugal is made possible by
the introduction of a safety factor; one such safety factor
is introduced if an allowable blade life in excess of that
desired is assumed. For an. assumed blade material, con-
figuration, allowable life, and tip speed, the allowable Made-
tcmperature distribution has been calculate.d in the following
way:
.4 radial stress distribution is obtained for the assumed
blade configuration and tip” speed. From a cross plot of
available stress-rupture data for the assumed blade material
and blade life and the calculated raciiaI stress distribution
through the blade, it is possible to determine the ma.stimurn
permissible spanwise temperature through the blade.
If the actual and allowable blade-temperature distribu-
tions for the same tip speed are obtained and plotted on the
same coordinates, the mask-mm alIowab]e effective gas
temperature for this tip sp~ed can be determined. This
maximum is determined. when the actual blad*temperature-
distribution curve has a point of tgnggncywith the allowable-
tempemture curve (fig. 3). Blade stresses above the aHow-
able limit prevail & the section of a blade that corresponds
to any region of overkpping of the actual and allo-wable-
blade-temperature curves. The curves may also be used to
. .
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FICURE3.—Methodof determininglimltlngspeedand w%lcslbhdo s@fOn fromcurvw
of tezup.waturedfstrilmtfonand allowablestrcss41rnitodbhdo tcmporafuro,
determine the maximum tip spmd for a given calculated
temperature distribution.
If an effcctil:e. gas temperature is assumed, Ldadc-
temperature distributions for vmious cooling-air rntios
may be determined, and the distribution Lhnt matches the
silo-wable blade-temperature &st.ribut.ion Llwn dct,crmincs t.hc
cooling-air requirement for t.ho blade under ocmsidcrrttion.
NONDIMENSIONAL CHARTS
“Becitisc the rekults of numerical calculnt.iom (SUCI]m tk
examples hereinaf Lcr presented) rcvcnlecl that thr cffcc[s of
radial heat conduction aro negligible cxccpt in t.ho inmwcli-
~te vic.init y of the black root ancl thttt the cflkcts of negkwling
both radial conduction and radiation. met also srnaI1, no
general solutions are obtained for the diflcrentitd cqun[ ions
klvolvirg these quantities. The ikst general solution Lhat is
]btained for air cooling involves cooli~-air-t cmpcraturo
~hange due to beat transfer and ro(ation; this solution is
liven by
Tg,,– T, (
1 holobz-— ______
Fg,e–T4e,r=&i$
)l+k~w=b _ a!=Wab
gJLJ.cfz, .— T...,,) :+
(
I hotobz-—— _
)][
dwa
l–e
1[
c“ W*(1 +x)
l+A CpWa b —— -----
gJ~WG-Ta, e,r) Me 1
— r~
-.
(1s)
For any given turbine and set of tturbino operating condi-
tions, the spanwise temperature dist.ribu tion through LJ1O
lit-cooled Mades may be determined by usc of figure 4 and
. .
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a simple cakulation. Figure 4(a) serves to evaluate the first
term in the right member of equation (18). For the gi-ren.”
conditions, values of the outside and inside heat-transfer
coefficients and values of the effective gas temperature ancl
the effective cooling-air temperature at- the blade root can be
obtained. The abscissa. in quadrant I represents hol,b—> and aCpw=
family of curves for various values of x/bin quadrant I imme-
hJob q ~epresentec{ as the
diatdy determines the values of —CDW.b
ordinate in quacIrants I ancl II. A family of curves in quad-
as the abscissa in quadrants H and III. The exponential
curve in quadrant. III determines the values of the exponen-
tial function as the ordinates of quadrants 111 and. IY.
Another family of curves (like those in quadrant H) for
.
values of & then determines, as the abscissa in quadrant1
IV, the due of the first, term in the right. member of
equation (18).
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(a) Iircludeacoolbtg--tem~ture ch~gs dueto heatrmsfsrbut nsgIecfsrotatfon, mdfatiin, and rsdfal ccmduotfan. (A 21. by !2Zin.print of this chart k availableuponrsquest
fromNACA.)
FWUBE4.-Chrut for mkukitionof spanwhetamperafuredfstrl%utfonthroughafr-mokd turbinebIsde.
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(b) ficlud&scooling4r-temperatureclmngadue to heat trsmsfe.rindI18rtof effactof rotation. (A 22-by 13-fn.print or thfschart Isavailablouponrequestfrom NACA.)
FIWRE 4,—ConcImkd.
Calculation of the third term in the right member of
equation (18) can be made with figure 4(_b). For any desired
Made position, the values of the exponentit-d function -were
found as the ordinates in quadrant III of figure 4(a). These
values, subtract cd from 1, form the abscissa in quadrant I
of figure 4(b). A family of curves in quadrant I for various
tr+wa
values of determines as the ordinate thegJh$.(T.,a-Ta,e,,)
values of
[[
I ho10bz——_—
)][
dwa
1+X~% bl–e gJheZo(T~,e—T.,e,r)1
Another family of curves, in quadrant II, for values of
Cpwa(l+X)
Itolo —r, determines] as the abscissa of quadrant II, the
value of the third term in the right member of equation (18).
Thepara.meter k?wa —~ multiplied by the @pro-
gJMo (f’g,.— Ta. ., r)
priate value of x, then yields the value of the second term
in the right member of .equatio~ {18).
Combination of the three right-member contributions
yields the desired temperature ratio at any blade position,
and several repetitions for difkrent blade positions will
result in the &sired blade-temperature distribution.
If rotational effects are neglected, the right member of
equation (18) reduces to the first term; that is,
and the temperrtture distribution through the air-cooled
blade. can be fouml by use=of figure .4(a).
If in addition to neglecting effects of rotation, an average
cooling-air temperature is considered, the temperature-
distribution equation reduces to
Tg,~- TB,.U i
T.,,– Ta,,,.O=s””’” : “’”“‘ ‘“- (22)
For a given turbine and set. of turbine operating conditions,
calculations of the heat-transfer coefficients and of the
effective gas temperature and eflccLivc cooling-air lcnlpcr-
ature~ at the blade root may be made. With tiwsc tcmpr!r-
atures. and the innrc- and outci=bladc pmirnct ms, the de-
sired temperature ratio can bc determined from figure 5,
— TB.UD
which contttins a plot of” ~ *_ T against kga 0,e.au
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
In order to iktrate,the use of some of the amdytical re-
sults previously presented and to determine the magnitudes of
some of the quantities contained in the m@tical equations,
several numerical results are given. A turbine blade was
selected ha~tig an external shape simikr to that of the rotor-
root section of a conventional gas-turbine design (fig. 1).
Numerical values used in the calculations areas follows:
TURBIFIILSLADE DIMENSIONS
.Number of bl~es -------------------------------------- 54
Blade height, b, ft-------------------------------------- 0.333
Blade outer perimeter, 1., ft----------------------------- 0.385
BIade inner perimeter, lil ft------------------------------ 0.314
Perimeter of insert, 1,, ft -------------------------------- 0.313
Perimeter of coo~ing passages for finned blade, 1., ft -- ------ 1.070
Ezterml cross-sectional blade area, A~, sq ft -------------- 0.00424
Area of cooling-air passage, .4., sq ft.
Hollow blade -------------------------------------- O.00241
Insert blade --------------------------------------- O.00100
Finned blade -------------------------------------- 0.00147
Blade-tip radius, r’r, ft---------------------------------- L 083
Blade-walI thickness, 7B,M,ft---------------------------- 0.005
Mective blade width, L., ft----------------------------- 0.1065
Effective fin width, Lf,ft-------------------------------- 0.009
Finspacing, m, ft-------------------------------------- 0.0035
HntMckness, rf, ft------------------------------------- 0.0017
COSDITIOXS FOR 3iU-MERICALEXAMPLE
IIot-gas floirperblade, IC=
lb/hr --------------------------------------------- 5260
lbi*c ------------------------------------------- 5260f3600
Cocding-air flow per bIade, UIa
lb@------------------------------- coolant-flow ratioX5260
lbjxc ------------------------- cooIant-tio~ratioX5260/3600
Outside heat-transfer coefficient, ho
Btu;(hr)(°F) (sift)-------------------------------- 198
Btu/(sec)(0F)(sqft)------------------------------ 19S/3600
Choling-air temperature at blade root, T@,e.,,OF--_-------- 400
Effective hot-gas temperature, Tg,c,“l?----------------- 1700-1900
Averagei nserttemperature, T,,IF----------------------- 700
Radiation coefficient. from nozzle to blade rti for
T=,.= 1700” F, hx
Btu/(hr)(°F) (sift)--------------------------------
Btu/(sec)(°F) (sift] -------------------------------- 43/36#
Radiation coefficient from nozzIeto blade wall for
T,,, = 1900° F, h.v
Btu/(hr)(0F)(sqft]--------------------------------- 56
Btu/(sec)(W)(sqft)-------------------------------- 56/3600
Radiation coeficietit from bIadewdItoinsertsur face, h.
Btu/(b)(0F)(sqft)--------------------------------- 12
Bt[L](wc)(OFl(sq ft)-------------------------------- 12/3600
NozzIe-surface emissivity ________________________________ 0.95
Insert-surface emissivity -------------------------------- 0.50
BIade-walI emissivity ataverage7’~= 1400° F------------- 0.90
Rotative speed, ratians/sec------ _--: -------------------- 1200
Xps~ed,u,ft/~c ------------------------------------- 13cio
Specific heat of cooIing air, Btu/(lb) (°F)------------------ 0.241
Blade thermal conductivity,
Btu/(h)(°F)(ft)------------------ ----------------- 12
Btu/(secl (0F](ft)---------_____ J-------------------- 12j3600
SOLUTIOXOF GESERALC.4SE, CASEI
Theflrsttempemture clistribution obtainecl is for theinsert-
blade and includes the cooling-air-temperature change due
to heat. transfer and rotation, radiation, and radial heat.
conduction; that. is, equation (4) is used. An effecti~e gas
temperatureof 1900° F,ab1ade-roo tcooling-a.ir temperature
of 4000 F, an average insert temperature of 700° F, and.a ___
ratio of coolant flowtog asflow’ (coolant-flow ratio) Of Ct.03._ ._
are assumed. From the values given in the two preceding
tables, the coefficient.s in the differential equat.ion are deter- ~ ~
tied asfolIovrs:
, ~i=o.oo288(l*+l,)o.fw=o.8
xl.
=’0.00288(0.314 +0.313)0. z[(0.03)(5260)]0.g .-
0.00100
=151 Btu/(hr) (°F)(sqft)
=151/3600 Btu/(sec)(”F) (sqft)
=,=h,(l,+l*)
Cpwa
=151 (0.314+0.313} 3600
.-
3600 (0.241) (158)
=.2.484 (ft)-I
h.1~
~’=kB&a,TB, ~
(3600) (12) (0.3 14)
‘(3600) (12) (0.350) (0.005)
=179.4 (ft)-~
(3600) (151) (0.314)
‘(3600) (12) (0.350) (0.005)
=2258 (ft)-a
=[(56) (0.1065)+(198) (0.385)] 3600
(3600) (12) (0.350) (0.005)
=3914 (ftj-’
.
.
L?,+@, +G,=(179.4+2258 +3914] =6351 (ft]-’
h,l, @600)(151)(0.314)
crwa=(3600) (0.241) (158) =1”245 ‘ft)-’
~ G,=(I.245) (2258)=2811 (ft)-sCpq?=
I“, (G,+& +@z)=(2.484) (6351)=15,780 (fQ-s
“1’ G2– I”, (G,+ G,+ G,)=2811–15,780
Cnw=
=–12,970 (ft)-z
w2Gi_ (1200)2 (2258)
gJcp–(32.2) (778) (0.241) =538’5000 ‘/(ft)4
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W2Gg
— r,=(538,500) ”(0.75)=403,900° Fi(ft)$
gJcp
& (_&= (3600j(151) &313) (Z2~8)_2805” ~ft)_,
Cpwa (0.241) (158) (3600)
Y, t7,=(2,484) (179.4) =445.8 (ft)-’ ~
(#ja G,+ Y,GI) Ts=(2805 +445.8) 700
=2,276,()()0° F/(ft)~
Y, G~T.,,=(2.484) (3914) (1900)=1.8,480,000° F/(ft)S
The dflerential equation (4) then becomes
d’TB
~+2.484:~–6351dTB ——12,970TBdx
=–538,50(?x-21,T60,000 (23)
which may be rewritten as
(D’+2.484~2–6351 ~_l~,970) T’
=-538,50 Qx-$U,160,000” (24)
where D denotes differentiation. The complete sohtion to
this equation, which consists of two parts, is
T==C~e- 2041Z+C,e7’48z+C,e-7’.’21-41453z+16161 1 (25)
In order to evaluate the integration constants C& C~, and
C&, th~ fo]lowing boundary conditions were applied:
T,=1200° F (assumed); z=O
, dTB/dx=O; z= O..333 “ ““ ““
Ta,,,,=400° 1?.(assumed); z=O
The “use ~of the second boundary condition requires iiiffer-
entiation of equation @5). Use of the third boundary condi-
t ion requires the solution of equation (]) for T.,,,, (see
tippendix B, equation (B2)), which in turn requires knowl-
edg~ of the second derivative of equation (25). From equa-
tion (25),
dT,_= —2..o41C~e-2.’kl$+79.48Cee79”M’—y9.92C&e-m”g2z+41.53
(1x
and
(W,
&2 =4.168 CSe-2.04U+6317 C4e7g”&+6388 C~i-7gVgu
Application of the bounckry conditions then yields the follow-
ing three cqua.tionslfm Ck, C’, and CE:
1200= C8+C*+C5+1611
o = -1.034 Cs+(248.1) (10”) C.,+41.53
(2258) (400)=–(4.168 C,+6317 C4+6388 C,)+ f3351Cs+
635.1 Cd+6351 CS+ 10,230,000–..7,562,000 “-- .“
or
c&c,+ c,=-411
–C,+ (239.8) (l O’l)C,= –40.14
a,+ (5.358) (10-’)C4– (5.830) (10-) C,=–278.1
1%“was t@n found that
C,=–278.9
C4= –(1.330) (10-1’)
C5==132.1
and hence, from equation (21) -’
TB= —27S.9 e-’.o~i’— 1.330 (10-1*) en”’g’
–132.1. e-7go*z’+41.53z-i 1611
Fkally, by substitution of various Tralucs of Z, fio blwdc-
temperature distribution was dekermincd as follows:
1’ 1=4=
I 1. I
—
This temperature distribution is shown by the solid line
(coolant-flow ratio, 0.03]”in figure & Three other tempera-
ture distributions are. also shown in figure 6 to illustrate the
I
. 1: ‘“”” 12m LZW 14m
1150
1/00
io50
fooo
o ./ .2 -3 .4 .5 .6’ .7 .8 ~ f.O
Blade pos ifion,x/b
FIGURE6.—Temperatnre distribution through air-cooledturbinelrladcwtth hrsurtiuctud-
ing chari!# in eoolin~airtemperaturedue to heat transkr and rotation, radlat[on, and
rrdialconduction.Bhdo-rootcooling-alrtemperature,.401YF;averw[nwrtternjhw.turo.
700° F.
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effect of a change in coolant-flo-w ratio and in effective gas
temperature. The permissible-blade-temperature curves
shown as the dashed cur-res were determined by cross-plotting
stress-to-rupture data for S-816 for 1000-hour life and a
calculated centrifuga.1-stress distribution thro~ah the blade.
Itesults of simikr calculations of temperature distributions
for a hollow air-cooled blade are shown in figure 7. A com-
parison of figures 6 and 7 shows that for an effective gas
temperature of 1900° 1? the coohng-air requirement for the
inser~ blade is only about one-fourth that for the holIow bkde
in the cases com~idered.
The effect of a change in bhtde-root temperature on the
temperature distribution for the insert blade is shown in
figure 8. It can be seen that no change in the temperature-
distribution curve results beyond a due of z~b of about 0.!23.
Hence, beyond this point, radiaI conduction can be neglected
with no error. In addition, even at the blade critical point,
a change of less than 10° resuks from a change in blade-rooi
temperature of 100° 1?. This value of 0.23 shown on figure
S is in conformity with the previous discussion concerning the
possibility of neglecting radiaI conduction when the parame-
ter ~ exceeds 3.5.
Bladeposifion,=/b
FIGGM! 7.—Tem@rature distrlHmtfoa through holIow air-cooled turbine blade includfag
change in soolii-air temperaturedue to heat transferrmdrotation, radiation,and redid
scmduction. BIade-rootcoohug= tempemture,43W’F.
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RESULTS OF SOLUTION OF CASE II
The results of an investigation for case II, which inelucles
cooling-air-temperature change due to heat transfer and ro-
tation and radiation but which neglects radid conduction,
is now given for the insert Made. I?or this investigation,
equation (1I ), which is a first-order Iinear clifferential equa-
tion that replaces the third-order equation (4) when conduc-
tion is neglected, wus applied. In figure 9, the temperature
distribution obtained whcm radid conduction is neglected is
compared with that when conduction is included. The result
of neglecting radial conduction is to overestimate the Made
temperature; hence, a slight increase in required coola.nt-
flow ratio results. In addi~ion, when radiaI conduction is
neglected, the critical blade point is nearer the blade root.
Because the result of neglecting radial conduction yesulted
in an overestimation of the blade temperature and because
it was believed that the result of neglecting radiatiox~ would
be to und.erestimute the blade temperature, an example is
presented to show t-he result of neglecting both conduction
and radiation. The results are shown in figure 10. Although
the combined effects of neglecting both radiation nnd radial.
heat conduction result ill a slight undercst.imtiiion of the Made
temperature, it was decided to use t.he siinpkr tcmqwrnLurc-
distribution equatiou (equation (18)) in further invcelig~.
tions. It was this dec.ieion that lcd to the construcliou of
the nondimensional chtlrt.s showu in figures 4 and 5.
s~LuTION OF CASE 111BY USE OF CHARTS
In o~~er to illustrate the use of the ~~ol~(li]~~t~l~siol~~lchw’”is,
which were construckd so as to yield the same tem~wnt m-r
distribution as would be obtained by usc of equation (18), a
25-fin iiir-cooled Made is considered. The numerical values
used in the calculations ~re given in the section ent itkd
“I1lust.rat.ive Examples;” an effect ivc gas kmpci-aturc of
1900° F, a blade-root cooling-air tcmprraLure of 400° F, and
a coolant-flow ratio of 0.03 are msumcd. ‘rhu inside hwlt-
transfer coefficieu t hf, involving the to 1al ill twmal m rfarr
area (fine and Made-waIJ areas), is determined iu the USM1
manner” from the following equation:
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=(0.00288) (728)0 .’(107,300)”.s
=(0.00288j~3.74)( 10,600)
=11 4 B@hr)(°F’’(sq ft)
=114/3 600 Biu/(sec)~FJ(sq ft)
The over-all inside b.eatAransfer coefficient, based only on
the inner blade surface area, is now calculated. The value
of
~—@J=\ 12(0.001,j C36’q =1/11,200= 106(ft)-1
and the over-all coefficient h~ is
h~= ~m+rf (
2 ‘i: 4’L’+m)
114
[
2 tanh (106)(0.009)+0 0035
‘(0.0035+0.0017} 106 1
114
[
2(’.~40)+o.oo35
.—
0.0052 106 1 -.
=- (0.0140+0.0035)
‘-0.0”5
=383 ~tllf(hr)(“F) (sq ft)
=383/3600 Btu)(sec) (“F) (sq ft)
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The parameters necessmy for application of the nondimen-
sional chart are:
~_&o={19S)(0.384)(3600)=0 634
‘ILJ, (383) (0.3 14) (3600) “ .-
(ln the definition of k here, hf replaces ht.)
1 1
m=m=0”612
&b=(198) (0.385) (0.333).I(3600)~o 667 ‘“
Cpwa (0.241) (158) (3600) , 0 .
‘W=(O.612) (0,667)=0.4091+-h Cpwa
CFwa (1200)’ (158) (3600)
g~h,~O(T~,.–T%,,,) = (32.2)”(778) (U@ (0;385) (1500) (3600) “=
0.0.794 (ft)-’
[
cpwa(l+h)_r, 1=(0.>241) (158) .(!.63=4).=0 75holo (198) (0.385) “
=0.81fi-0.750=0 .065. (ft)
The spanwise temperature distribution through the 25-fin
blado is determined M follows: The value 0.667 is located as
the abscissa in quadrant 1 of fi@re- 4(a); a vertical line is
constructed through this point intersecting the famdy of
lines representing z/b. From each of these intersections,
horizontal lines are drawn to intersect the quadrant II line
representing 1/(1 +X) =0.612. A sample path is shown in
figure 4(a). These intersections are then connected by
vertical lines to quadran~ 111 to the curve that gives the value
of the exponential function as the ordinate. Horizontal
lines from these exponential values to the line representing
1/(1 +X) =0.612 in quadrant IV .yield the desired first term of
equation (18) ~. -(&$%)
I+?ke
, on the horizontal axis at
the bottom quadrant IV. For the 25-fin Made, this first
term representing the heat transferred by the blade was
found to be.
“L
0.612
.566
.615
.4T6
.440
.405
o
.2
.4
.6
1:8
The third term in equation (18)
can now be determined from figure 4(b), The values of
the abscissas in qua@nt I are determined by subtracting
from 1 the ordinate m quadrant HI of figure 4(a) for lhc
respective values of z~b. (This ordinnk has just been deter-
mined,) The parameter
for this case is 0.0794 and intersections with this liuc by vcr-
t.ical lines through the previously determined absciism locale
the clesircd points in quadrant I. Those points are joined
by horizontal lines to the line in quadrant H representing
the parameter
Cpwa(l+ J)_T,=o 065
hd.
A sample path is shown cm figuro 4(b). Thti corresponding
abscissas are the desired values, that is, the values of the
third term in equation (18). In this particular case, these
values are aII less than 0,0018.
The second term in equation (18) represents the cflect of
the centrifugal compression of the air and is ol-daincd by
multiplication of the parameter in quadrant I of figure 4(b)
by the appropriate value of x. For the probkm under con-
sideration, the values of z are 0.333 times the value of zJ5
considered. For the example being considered, these values
are less than 0.027. Insertion of the wdues just found into
equation (18) results in
I <
I I 1200-TB; IWO-4(XI I (% I
o 0.612 Q7i
. .w-o.mwa 6004 1067
:: .516- .0106+ .cnm
.6
1144
.475- .015s+ .0011 1210
.44Q- .0211+ .2014 1270
i; .405- .0M5+ .0018 132S
This temperature distribution is shown as tho lower curve of
figure 11.
A similar crdculat.ion was made for the insert Made, under
the same hypotheses as those used for the finned Made. The
inside heat-transfer coefficient for the insert blade was ~I-
ready found to be & Btu/(see) (T) (sq ft). The vrducs of
ho?oband
the parameters — o?wabCpw= gJhA(Tz,a-Z’&c,r) are ‘[~c]lnngo”d$
but because of the chimge in the value of hi, a new vnluc of
h (h= 1.607) results. Therefore,
1
—=0.384l+h
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1 ‘J”b =(0.384) (0.667)=0.256——
1+X Cpw.
cflw=(l+x)_rr= (0.241) (158) (2.607) (3600)_. 75
Ii,[o (3600) (198) (0.385) - ,
= 1.302–0.75
=0.552 (ft)
The use of figure 4 and the accompanying necessary simple
calculation gave the following resuhs for the insert. Made:
I I 1s00-TB$ 1900-400 I rTi)I
o 0. 2s4 1324
.365-0. LKWi-O.c62 135S
:: .347—-o~+ .004 1320
.330- .016-!- .006. 1$22
I ‘~~
.313- .021+ .0C8 -
.29i– .02i+ .010 M
This temperature distribution is show-g as the upper curre
on figure II; it. is about 3500 F higher at the blade root ancl
150° F higher at the blade tip thart the curve for the 25-fin
Made.
A comparison of these results with those for the tied
Made shows that by decreasing the inside heat-transfer
coefficient, an increase in blade temperature resuhs; that is, --
the contribution from figure 4(a) decreases whereas that from
figure 4.(b) increases, but because the contribution of figure
4(a) is predominating, increased temperatures result.
DISCUSSION
b equation is derived for calculating the spanwise blade- “_”_
temperature distribution for an air-cooled hollow blade with
an insert when the heat transfer by convection, conduction}
and radiation, and the heat of compression are considerecl.
Modi6cations in this equat;on necessary for its application “
to hollow air-cooIecl blacles and interm@- finned air-cooled
blades are noted. Simplified equations are ako obtained by
neglect@g, in turn, conduction; conduction and radiation;
and conduct ion, racl iation, and the heat of compression.
Fmally, a stipli6ed equation giving an average mehd ~em- .. . . .
perature corresponding to an average air temperature is
obtained.
A comparison of temperature distributions, obtained for
the mosit general case (case Ij, reveals that for the insert,
blade considered the required coolant-flow ratio was only
about one-fourth that required for the hollow blade. By
use of the nondimensional charts for a simphfied temperature
equation for a fhed set of conditions, the temperatures in a
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xi-fin blade are also shown to be less than t.lmsc in a blade
with an insert by about 3500 1? at the blade root and about
150° F at the blade tip.
Thq result of an investigation of the effti of neglecting
radial conduction (which results in reducing the order of the
differential equation from three to one and hence in simplify-
ing the solution) on the temperature distribution through
the insert Made shows that when conduction is neglected a
slight overestimation of the blade temperature is obtained.
By neglecting both ra.di?l conduction a.n~ radiation, however,
a slight underestimation of the blade temperature results
because of the counteracting influences .of conduction and
radiation on the temperature distributions. Because this
result was found to be true for the large number of passages
studied, it was determined that representative results could
be obtained by use of the nondimensional charts,
Temperature distributions though the insert blacle and
the 25-fin blade are determined. by use of these charts.
These distributions re~~.eal that the term representing the
heat transferred by the blade predominates. For the
examples considered, this term is more than 10 times as
large as the term representing the eflect of centrifugal.
compression of the air.
These results, although limited to a small range of shapes
and temperatures, indicate that., at least for cert,a.in condi-
tions, spanwise blade-temp~ature distributions maybe very
easily obtained by use of the greatly simplified equations
or nondimensional charts.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
SpaMisc tempemture-iiistribut ion equations aric ckii~ed
for air-cooled hollow blades, air-cooled hollow blwlcs with
inserts, and internally’ finned air-cook] liadcs, The cocdirlg-
air-temperature c~angea due to heat transfer and rob~t iou,
radiation, and radial conduction tire initinlly consikuxl,
and are” then omitted in turn. %npli ficd qu at ions ‘msul 1.
from tllesc omissions. One method is pmscnt cd for obhtining
an approximate stress-limit w] allowaldo l.)la~le-t~’lll~l(~rature
distribution and the cooling-air rcquiremcmt.s.
Results of several numeriral examples thnt arc included
indicate that the simplified cquat.ions give sntTlcicmtly
ac.curat e results”” for a” wide range of con figunit ions. “In
order to fmilitate the obtaining of solutions for tlwsc simpli-
fied cases, nondimensional charts mu cLcw101IwI. Ily usc
of these c.hart.a, sirnp~ified soIutions can bc obt tlincd }lit h a
minimlim of calcul~t.ion. Two numerical illustrations
demonstrating the use of the nondimensional clmrts arc
presented.
IiE-WIS3?’LIGHT l>ROPULSION LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR X~ERONAUTICS,
CLEVELAND; OHxo, March 1, 1950.
APPENDIX
SYMBOLS
A
The folkwing s-ymbols are used in the calculations and
the figures:
.4 cross-sectional area, sq ft.
b blade height or span, fk
(:1, . . . CSintegration constants
Spec=%cheat at constant pressure, Btu/(lb) (“F)
operator denoting dfierentiation
hydraulic. dimneter, ft
number of fis
mass -relocity, lbl(sec) (sq f~)
hsl,
k~l~,.,r~,u
, (ft)-~
h,l{
~EIB~s~B.18
, (ft)-’
acceleration due to gra-rity, ftJsec 2
heat-transfer coefllcient., Bt.u/(see) ~l?) (sq ft)
mechanical equi~alent. of heat., 778 ft-lb~tu
thernd conducti~itty, Btu/(see) TF) (ft)
effective blade width, ft
effecti~e fin width, ft
perimeter, ft
average distance betvieen fins, ft
heat-flow rate, Btu/sec
heat entering by conduction, Bt.u~sec
heat leaving by conduction, Btu/sec
heat entering by radiation from nozzles and by con-
-rection, Btu~sec -
heat leaving by radiation to insert and by con-
vection, Btu/sec
radius, ftt
static temperature, 0F
total temperature, ‘F
tip speecl, ftisec
velocity of cooli~g air relative to blades, f t~sec
vieight.Aicm”rate, lbjsec
distance from blacle root. to blade elem.&j ft
.-
h,l~
h.VL.+ hJO+hili
lio7.
hal,
viscosity, lbi(sec)
thickness, ft
(ft]
angular Telocity, radkms~aec
Subscripts:
a air
au average
B blade
c coolant passage
effective
; tin
9 gas
i inside
rnax masirnum
A’ nozzle
o outside
r blade root
!s insert
T blade tip
w -rndI
.—
APPENDIX B
ONE-DIMENSIONAL SPAN’WISE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
A heat baIance for a sma~ section of the blade height ckr
follows (fig. 2):
Ql=k.ka=r,,ug( ‘TB+d~ d~)
dT.
QZ=~A.an~B.W=
Qs=(h~L+~4(Tg.c- TWX
FOR AIR-COOLED HOLLOW TURBINE BLADE ~ITH INSERT
(See reference 3.)
~L=hi~i(~~– ~a,g)d~+ h.Zi(~E-~=)dX
where -.
(?1 heat entering by conduction
Q, heat leav$g by conduction
Q heat entenng by radiation from nozzles and by convection
Q4 heat leaving by radiation to insert and by convection
and where T=,. is the adiabatic temperature of the inner
blade wall.
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The heat balance requires
Q1– Qz+ Q3– Q4=0
which reduces to
h-ili(T.q–T.,,) +hJi(TD- T,) (1)
or
~–(G, +G,+G,) T~+GzTa,AG,Tai- GsT.,e=O (W)
where
The next step in the derivation of the desired temperat.ure-
distrihution equation is the elimination of the quantity Ta,,,
which m-m be accomplished by solving equation (Bl) for
Tat,, differentiating the redting equntion, and equating this
derivative to the total rise in cooIing-air temperature due
to bent transferred by the blades and to the compression of
the & in the blades by centrifugal force. The two expres-
sions for dT=,~/dxare as follows: In the expression for
dTa,Jdx, it is necessary also to remove Ta,e by substituting
its value obtained from equation (Bl).
- From equation @l),
Differentiation of equation (B2) gives
dT. e
-= -;2 ‘~+~ (G~+”Gz+Ga)~dx
(2)
The total rise in cooling-air temperature relative to the
blades is due to the heat transferred by the blades and to the
compression of the air in the blades by centrifugal force.
The temperature rise due to the heat transferred by the
blades is
The temperature rise due to compression in I.IIC black is
obtained by assuming the smail incremenL in cflccf,ive
temperature dT=,, equal to the small increment in cooling-air
total temperature dT”=. Because the cooling-air total
temperature is defined by
n,!!
where _117is the velocity of cooling air relative to tho blmlo
coolant passage, the temperature rise due Lo coxnprcssio~ in
the blade is
dTa,e=%
or
dTa ,, _c#(rr+ x)
dx gJcP
(B4)
where x is defined by the relation
?-=rr+x
Thus, the tot.al rise in cooling-air temperature is the sum of
equations (B3) and (B4); that is,
Equating equat;ons (2) and (3), substituting equation (B2)
in equation (3), and simplifying lead to the desired eq nation
where
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